Change(s) in the regulations governing the Honour School of Theology: communication from the Board of the Faculty of Theology

Ref.

The following changes in regulations have been made:

Humanities Divisional Board

Honour School of Theology

Note about nature of the changes: The aim is to provide clarification.

With effect from 1 October 2011 (for first examination in 2012)

1 In Examination Regulations, 2010, p. 450, delete ll. 30-32, and substitute:

   ‘3. Candidates not offering the full Hebrew paper (24) as one of their eight papers may, in addition to their eight papers, offer the Hebrew translation component of paper 24 as an optional extra paper. All candidates may, in addition to their eight papers, offer the optional translation paper in New Testament Greek (paper 28). Candidates who so wish may offer both the Hebrew paper (whether as a full paper or as an optional translation paper) and the optional translation paper in New Testament.’.

2 Ibid., p.456, ll. 28-29, delete ‘This paper may only be offered by candidates also offering paper 14.’.

3 Ibid., p.457, l. 51, delete ‘This paper may only be offered by candidates also offering paper 16.’.

4 Ibid., ll. 14-15, delete ‘This paper may only be offered by candidates also offering paper 18.’.

Explanatory note:
The first change simply spells out clearly what was intended. The existing words have caused confusion to both students and tutors. Changes (2) to (4) will enable students not specialising in Track III to select any paper on a World Religion as an option. This regulation change leaves intact the requirement that those opting for Track III must take both papers in their chosen religious tradition, as required on page 445, lines 27-28.]